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What’s New in ASTEROID 
 
Roy Morgan Research is continuously improving ASTEROID based on user feedback and 
requirements.  It is because of such user input that we have included the following enhancements 
and new features in the current version.   
 
This document focuses on the key new features to drive user efficiencies: 

Navigation 

A. Expanded measures: 
a. Table Total percentage measures (tot%); 
b. Percentage Growth measures (%gr) for population size and volume measures; 
c. Absolute Movement measures (±) for: 

i. Weighted counts (population size or volume in the data); 
ii. Vertical percent (v%); 

iii. Horizontal percent (h%); 
iv. Layer percent (z%); 
v. Table Total percent (tot%); and  

vi. Quantity Means (mn). 

B. Revamped Report Folder 
a. Drag and Drop 
b. Group tasks into sub-folders 
c. RUN all tasks contained within a sub-folder 
d. Save all tasks to a single Workbook 
e. Open and work with multiple Report Folders at the same time 

C. Smoother interface with Excel 
a. View in Excel 
b. Save all tasks to a single Workbook 

D. Ranking now uses column headings such as “Women” not “Column 3” 

E. Improved Find functionality 
a. Find function displays dynamic, real-time (unlimited) search results as you type 
b. Choose type of data items to include in the search results 

F. Improved user experience when using GRID Variables: 
a. Create a subset Summary GRID on the fly  
b. Swap rows and columns with a simple click 

G. Clone Private Definitions 
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H. Streamlined Panes: 
a. Streamlined Tree Menu Panes 

i. Select which Tabs will appear at the bottom of the Tree Menu 
ii. Switch to a hidden Tree Menu Tab with a simple click 

I. Single Tree Menu – ideal for syndicated data such as Roy Morgan Single Source 
a. The Tree Menu can now be toggled to show all data items in a database or the data 

items collected that can be made available if subscribed 

Charting 

J. Further enhancements to the Charting features 

a. Added Radar (including Spider) Charts 

b. Set and use your own chart preferences as the default template 

c. Set and use your own colour  palette 

d. Set default fonts for a variety of chart characteristics including point values & labels 

e. Flexible options on what point values and labels to include in a line chart 

f. Ability to select multiple series to chart (expanded from single series or all series 
options from previous versions of the software) 

g. Enhanced Formatting Options for Point Labels 

K. AID Gains Chart 
a. A new gains chart has been added to facilitate analysis of results 

Media 

L. Ability to set default time-period for analysis in a multiple-year database 
a. All Task types will, by default, restrict the period of analysis to latest 12 months in 

multi-year databases 
b. Remove the latest 12 months restriction for any of these tasks in one simple step 

M. Ability to run MediaPLANNER schedules using a multiple-year database 
a. It is now possible to run MediaPLANNER, Optimiser and Media Reach Index tasks 

in multi-year databases 
b. MediaPLANNER, Optimiser and Media Reach Index tasks will automatically filter 

results to latest 12 months of data 
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Navigation 
A. Expanded Measures 
Table Total Percentage (tot%) 

Roy Morgan Research saw a need to extend the way information is analysed using a number of 
percentage measures. 
 
Currently ASTEROID allows a user to view v% (share based on the column header) and h% (share 
based on the row header).  For all the mutually exclusive cells, the sum of v% or sum of h% adds to 
100%.  Users often want to examine the share of all mutually exclusive cells within the table in 
relation to the overall total (for the table).  Users are now able to select and display a “table total 
percent” (tot%). 
 
To select this option, you will need to use the “Task Settings” or “Global Settings” options within 
ASTEROID – as shown below: 
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In order to illustrate this new measure we shall examine the relationship between “Activities 
undertaken in the last 3 months” and “Age”.  If we focus on people who “went to a night club” and 
are aged “18-24” years (wc = 771,000) we can see that they represent 4% of the total population 
14+ (wc = 18,715,000). 

 
 

tot% shows the 
percentage of the table 
total who belong to both 
the row and column 
groups.   
 
For example, 4% of 
Australians (14+) are  
18-24 year olds who 
went to a night club in 
the last 3 months. 

v% shows the percentage 
of the column group that 
also belongs to the row 
group.   
 
For example, 35% of  
18-24 year olds went to a 
night club in the last 3 
months. 

h% shows the 
percentage of the row 
group who also belong 
to the column group.   
 
For example, 31% of 
people (14+) who went 
to a nightclub in the 
last 3 months are aged 
25-34 years. 
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Percentage Growth (%gr) 

In response to valuable user feedback about working with time series data, you are now able to 
display the percentage growth rate in population size or volume measures for your tabulated data. 
 
To display this measure a user will need to select it from the Task (or Global) Settings ‘Show 
Numbers’ screen – as shown below: 

Because this measure compares the growth for a cell against a preceding cell, the: 
• Total column is not used in the calculation; 
• The first column of data will not contain a percentage growth value (as it does not have a 

preceding cell). 
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Absolute Movement (±) 

When analysing time series data, users tend to look at the percentages (v% and h%) and the mean.  
To help users enhance the analysis of these percentages and mean values, users are able to show the 
absolute movement between the measure contained within one cell against a preceding cell. 
 
This absolute movement can be displayed for any of the following measures: 

• Weighted counts (population size or volume in the data); 
• Vertical percents (v%); 
• Horizontal percents (h%); 
• Layer percents (z%); 
• Table Total Percents (tot%); and  
• Quantity Means (mn). 

To display this measure a user will need to select it from the Task (or Global) Settings ‘Show 
Numbers’ screen – as shown below: 
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Because this measure compares the movement for a cell against a preceding cell, the: 

• Total column is not used in the calculation; 
• First column of data will not contain an absolute movement value (as it does not have a 

preceding cell). 
 
 
An example of the absolute movement of weighted count figures over time: 

 
 
An example of the absolute movement of vertical percentages over the same period: 
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And an example of the absolute movement of quantified weighted counts and quantity means 
between socio-economic quintile categories: 
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B. Revamped Report Folder 
To help you work more efficiently, the ASTEROID Report Folder feature has been modified so that 
you can: 

• Have multiple Report Folders open simultaneously; 
• Create sub-folders within Report Folder to better organise your analysis; 
• “Drag & drop” a task to a new location within the same Report Folder; 
• Run all tasks within a sub-folder with a single selection; 
• Save (add) all active tasks to a Report Folder in one go; 
• Export / print the list of tasks in your Report Folder. 

 
The Report Folder (or multiple Report Folders) will now appear as part of the main menu structure 
as shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Within the Report Folder each task will be 
immediately identifiable by their ASTEROID 
icon as shown on the right. 
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All tasks saved in a Report Folder can be organised into sub-folders as shown below.  To create a 
sub-folder, simply click on the “Add Folder” icon in the Report ribbon (or select “Add Folder” from 
the right-click menu when a Report Folder is open and selected).  Tasks can also be easily relocated 
within a Report Folder using the ‘drag and drop’ functionality. 
 
The “Run Selected” command will now run either an individual task or all tasks within a sub-folder 
depending on what has been selected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clicking on the “Add All Tasks” icon in the Report ribbon allows you to save all active (open) tasks 
to a Report Folder in a single action.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is now also possible to save all tasks from a Report Folder to an Excel Workbook.  To do this you 
will need to enter a name for the Excel file in Report Properties field titled “Save All as Excel”.  
You will then need to click on the “Run All” icon in the Report ribbon to run all tasks in your 
Report Folder and save them to your specified Excel Workbook. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Two Report Folders 
open at the same time 

Organise Reports by grouping tasks in sub-
folders.  Folders can easily be sorted and 
arranged due to ‘drag and drop’ functionality. 

All the Tasks will be saved in this Excel Workbook 
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Report Folders can store multiple tasks in an organised way and, as with Windows Explorer, 
ASTEROID Report Folders are an increasingly useful way to save tasks for future recall.  In order 
to assist you to keep track of which tasks have been created and where they have been stored, it is 
now possible to export or print the content list of a Report Folder for easy viewing.  Simply select 
the “Export List” icon from the Report ribbon to generate a list of the contents of the Report Folder 
you are working in. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
C. Smoother interchange with Microsoft Office  
There are now three simple ways to export tabulation results from ASTEROID to Excel with a 
single click.  On the Output ribbon, select: 

• “Export to Excel” to open the active (open) task in an Excel Workbook; 
• “Export All Tasks to Excel” to save all active (open) tasks in a single Excel Workbook; or 
• “Email Excel File” to attach the active (open) task in Excel format to an email in a single 

click. 

 
Additionally, you are now able to attach an 
ASTEROID chart image to an email by simply 
clicking on the “Email Chart Image” icon in the 
Output ribbon. 
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D. Ranking 
The ranking function in ASTEROID has been modified for enhanced user-friendliness.  Column 
data labels are displayed alongside column number in the “Column to Rank” selection field (as 
shown below): 

 
 
This description is also carried through to all ranked Grid and Report outputs as shown below: 
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E. Improved Find functionality 
As a result of user feedback, we have revised how the Find function works in ASTEROID, making 

it faster and more user-friendly.  The list of data elements that meet the criteria now automatically 

load and change while typing the search string. The number of search results are unrestricted. 

By default, the Find function will search all folder, variable, entity and group labels in the dataset. 

The new Find function has been simplified so that by default it will identify items description that 
match the text string being typed. Alternatively, you can use Find to identify data names that match 
the text string being typed. 

An example of how the Find function now provides dynamic, real-time results while you type is 
included below, while typing the word “OWE”: 
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F. Improved user experience when using GRID Variables 
GRID Variables are used to combine questions that share a common response set into a single table, 

such as statement ratings. The questions are usually represented in the Columns and the response set 

is displayed in the Rows.  User feedback demanded the creation of more complex GRID Variables, 

especially when the number of items was very large – for example, analysing thousands of websites 

by web metrics. 

 
The analysis requirement meant that users wanted to have greater control, flexibility and ease of use 
when working with GRID Variables. To support this requirement, GRID Variables have been 
transformed so that a user can: 

• Create a subset Summary GRID on the fly  
o Select or Deselect All 
o Select only those items required in the analysis 
o Selection can be made in both Rows and/or Columns  

• Swap rows and columns with a simple click (in the same way as is usually done)   

  
• Still apply: 

o applicable measure as required  e.g. weighted counts, index, etc 
o filter as required 
o layers 
o quantities (if applicable) 

 
The following screen shots illustrate the changes made to enhance the user experience when adding 
a Grid Variable (called Summary GRIDS in ASTEROID) to the Tabulation selection screen. 
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G. Cloning Private Definitions 
As a result of user feedback, we have included the ability to clone an existing Private Definition, a 

Variable or an Entity. 

 
The steps are as follows: 

1. Use the copy feature from the context menu to copy the item. Then highlight the Class under 
which you wish the cloned item to appear. Now using the context menu select paste (clone) 
to save the new item in the menu 
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2. Now edit the item (or leave it as is) and click OK to save and it will appear in the Tree Menu 
as shown above. 
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H. Streamlined Panes 
With the growing number of elements being displayed on the ASTEROID screen, client feedback 

indicated a need to streamline some of the available options: 

a. Streamlined Tree Menu Panes  
b. Single Tree Menu 

 
Streamlined Tree Menu Panes 

Using the Global Setting option, users can customise the Tree Menu Panes visible in ASTEROID 

and for the change to take effect users have to re-start ASTEROID. 

There are three options: 
a. One pane for each available data type, plus Find: 

 
 

b. Public (All but excludes Private), Private and Find: 

 
 

c. All (includes Private) and Find: 
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When some of these panes have been hidden (de-cluttering the Tree Menu Pane) the hidden panes 
are available using the context menu associated with the database name (at top of the Tree Menu). 
 
For example, if we select Option c above – “All, Find” – then choose to view the TV Media Items, 
the Tree Menu would display the relevant items, as shown below: 
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I. Single Tree Menu 
Roy Morgan Research collects an immense amount of information from about 50,000 respondents 
per annum which is then packaged up and provided to clients as part of the Roy Morgan Single 
Source subscription.  Although the Roy Morgan Single Source data spans a 360° view of the 
respondents, individual subscribers often buy only a small proportion of the data available. 

Client feedback has indicated a desire to view the full range of data collected as part of Roy Morgan 
Single Source.  To facilitate this, we have expanded the ASTEROID Data Dictionary so that users 
may now view all of the data collected in Roy Morgan Single Source, including data not currently 
subscribed to. 

ASTEROID utilises a Tree Menu structure (similar to Windows Explorer) to display data elements 
that are contained in the database.  It is now possible for users to toggle between: 

• All Items – which is the default view and shows all items collected in Roy Morgan Single 
Source (image on left); and 

• All Subscribed Items – which shows all items currently subscribed to (image on right) 
 
Note: Items that are not included in a client’s subscription cannot be used in ASTEROID tasks. 

To facilitate easy identification of non-subscribed data items, they are represented as follows: 
• has an icon with a red cross through it 
• the text is in grey (as shown below) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The streamlined Tree Menu Panes is also integrated as part of the Single Tree Menu option. 
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Charting 
J. Further Enhancements to the Charting features 
Responding to further valuable user feedback, it was deemed that more changes were required to 

make the charting functionality easier – therefore, the following changes were made: 

• Added Radar (including Spider) Charts 
• Set and use your own chart preferences as the default template 
• Set and use your own colour  palette 
• Set default fonts for a variety of chart characteristics including point values & labels 
• Flexible options on what point values and labels to include in a line chart 
• Enabled the selection of more than one-series in a multiple series chart 
• Added the ability to format point labels 
 

Radar (including Spider) Charts 

We added the Spider / Radar chart to the suite of Smart Charts. 

 
 
We shall examine the Index score of Roy Morgan Values Segments by Voting Preferences: 

 
 

A Radar chart requires: 
• a minimum of two columns and 

ideally a maximum of 8 
• a minimum of 4 rows and ideally a 

maximum of 12 
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Set your own chart preferences 

In response to valuable user feedback about working with charts, we implemented a number of 

changes, such as setting personal chart preferences and saved for future recall (Default only) for 

templates and colour palette. Items that can be set in the template include: 

• Font style and size of text displayed on the charts (Default & Task): 
o Point values and labels 
o Chart title 
o Chart footer 
o Other text (Base, Source, Axis labels) 

• Select point values and label options to include as part of a line chart (Default & Task): 
What to Display Apply Colour 

None 
All Values 
End Value 
End value and label 
Start and end value 
Start value, end value and end label 

Default text colour 
Colour text to match line 
Colour shading to match line colour 
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Looking at the Settings (Global) option: 

 
 
Chart multiple, selected series 

In previous versions of the software, ASTEROID allowed users to produce a chart image from 

tabulated results which showed either all series from the table simultaneously (in multi-series 

charts) or a single series of the user’s choice only.  In v5.14, users may now select to chart all series 

together or one, two, three or more selected series at any one time.   These changes can easily be 

automatically done without reformatting the data.  Simply click on the ‘Series’ drop-down menu 

and check (to chart) or uncheck (to exclude from the chart) whichever series you’d like to include 

or exclude.   

 
Note: If you click on the ‘All Rows’ option, you can check or uncheck all series listed in one step.  
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Now let’s only chart those aged 14-34: 

 

 

Formatting Options for Point Labels 

Within ASTEROID, point labels are now displayed with default formatting.  For example, when 

chart is produced for the vertical percentage measure, point labels will include a percent sign. When 

flipping between measures e.g. changing the wc to v%, then ASTEROID will also apply the correct 

formatting. 

 
Further, the decimal place in the chart will continue to be driven by Setting (Show Numbers). 
 
In summary: 

• weighted counts (population and quantities), index, mean, median – will all be shown as: 
o a number, that is, with a comma separting numbers into thousands 
o and have the ability to change to currency for quantified items 

• all percentages, vertical, horizontal and nested vertical – will be shown with a percent sign 
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For example – displaying the weighted count:  

 
Now that the Point Labels have been displayed, the pull-down menu will have a new option Format.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The value is now displayed as “2,368” instead of “2368” 

Click “Show” from the Point labels pull-down menu 
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Let’s assume the values actually represent “dollars”: 

 
 
Now let’s have a look at the vertical percentages: 

 
 

Click the Format option and choose Currency 

The value is now displayed as “$2,368” 

Change the measure to “v% - vertical percent” 

The values are now changed to represent v% 
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Overhauled charting environment 

 
The charting environment has been completely overhauled.   
 
Among the significant improvements provided in this release of ASTEROID, saving a chart to a 
Report Folder now also imports and saves all chart characteristics (including formats, labels, 
annotations etc) in the Report Folder. 
 
On Bar and Column charts it is now possible to modify the colour of a single data point (or an entire 
series) through the right-click mouse menu (when a data point is selected). 
 
Additionally, the Chart ribbon has been redesigned for increased clarity and functionality. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Standard Bar, Column, Pie and Line charts are now easy to select via icons on the Chart ribbon.  
Simply click on the relevant icon and choose your preferred chart from the options provided in the 
drop-down window that is displayed.  Detailed below are the standard chart options available for 
each chart type: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You can also create and save custom chart templates, which are then accessible via the “MyCharts” 
icon on the Chart ribbon. 
 
 
 

Bar Charts Column Charts Line Charts 

Pie Charts 
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Simplified chart selection 

Swap rows and columns 
with a single click 

One-step to reverse the data sequence 

Quickly switch between chart types.  
In this example we have switched 

from Bar Chart to a Column Chart in 
one step. 

Easily change series to be charted.  In this example we 
have switched from “Series One” to “All Rows”. 

Through the click of a button, it is also now possible to: 
• Quickly switch from Bar to Column chart layouts (or from Pie to Doughnut, or Line to 

Smoothed or Stepped line charts) and back again; 
• Reverse the data sequence for a Bar chart, rotate segments on a Pie or Doughnut chart or swap 

rows and columns for any chart in a single step; 
• Easily modify selected chart features (including data series or data measures to be displayed); 
• Convert your colour chart into a black and white image for easy inclusion in black and white 

documents. 
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K. AID Gains Chart 
Users are often asking for a better way to determine the goodness of an AID solution. To meet this 

demand, we developed a chart that displays the point of inflection.  

 
For example, if we ran an AID with the Target audience as “Men, aged 25-34 and are ALP voters” 
and looked at their attitudes towards “health & fitness” we would get a chart as shown below.  

 
 
Now if we also include attitudes about “societal issues” we get the chart shown below. 

 

Therefore, the second AID result is a better fit for the target audience. 

 

The highlighted point means: 
• Population touched = 15.8% 
• Target reached = 80.1% 

The highlighted point means: 
• Population touched = 58.7% 
• Target reached = 84.4% 
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Media 
L. Ability to set default time-period for analysis in a multiple-year database 
Effective from today, all multiple-year ASTEROID databases can be designed to easily facilitate 

analysis based on the Latest 12-months while also providing the option to explore / analyse based 

on any time-periods available within the multiple-year database – e.g. conduct trend analysis. 

 
In these databases, all tasks (except for Media tasks, covered in a separate section) will be restricted 
to the “Latest 12-months”. To remove the “Latest 12-months” restriction, simple choose the option 
“Unrestricted” from the pull-down menu at the top of the “selection” tab. 

 
 
These two options are available for the following task types: 

• Tabulation 
• Profiler 
• AID 
• Cluster Analysis 
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M. Ability to run MediaPLANNER schedules using a multiple-year database  
As part of the continuous improvements process, ASTEROID now provides the ability to run 

MediaPLANNER schedules within a multiple-year database.  

 

By convention, MediaPLANNER and related? tasks such as Optimiser and Media Reach Index 
have been designed to work with the latest 12 months data.  For this reason, all Media tasks in the 
new multiple-year databases will be automatically run with an overarching filter of “Latest 12 
months” and it will not be possible to remove this overarching filter from the following tasks types: 

• MediaPLANNER 
• Optimiser 
• Media Reach Index (aka MRI) 

 
 
Please note that while it will still be possible to 
input Time Period groups in the selection fields of 
media tasks (for example, in the Target Audience 
or Filter fields), it will not be possible to run a 
media task in such cases.  Attempting to run such a 
task will produce the message on the right. 
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Other Resources 
 
 
N. Demonstration Videos 
 
Please remember that we have created a series of ASTEROID training / demonstration videos, 
covering a range of topics from creating a cross-tabulation through to Quantity Counts and 
everything in between!   
 
 
To access these videos please click HERE  
 
 
If you need to arrange for these videos to be loaded onto your laptop or burnt to a CD/DVD, please 
contact the ASTEROID Help Desk, who will be happy to oblige. 
 
 
 
 

O. Self-Paced (Training) Guides 
 
The self-paced (training) guides are available on our website using the following links: 
 

• Introduction to ASTEROID  
 
• Consumer Target Profiling  
 
• Statistical Analysis  
 
• Media Analysis  

 
 

 
 

http://downloads.roymorgan.com/asteroid/videolinks.pdf
http://downloads.roymorgan.com/asteroid/ASTEROID_Introductory_Manual.pdf
http://downloads.roymorgan.com/asteroid/Profiler.pdf
http://downloads.roymorgan.com/asteroid/Statistics.pdf
http://downloads.roymorgan.com/asteroid/Media_Planner.pdf
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